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Makers @ HS/HSL: Create Your Own Therapeutic
Device
User:

Madeline Goldberg

Affiliation:

Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation
Science, University of Maryland School of Medicine

Project:

Design and 3D print a personalized finger splint

Used:

Tinkercad and Afinia H480

Madeline Goldberg used the HS/HSL Innovation Space to design and 3D print
a custom "oval-8" finger splint for her right ring finger. Like millions of others,
Madeline experiences "swan-neck deformity" in some of her fingers. Swanneck is a condition where a finger's PIP joint over straightens due to laxity of
the restraining ligament on the palmar side of the joint.
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Madeline's right ring finger displaying swan-neck.

Although swan-neck deformity is not always painful, the finger can gradually
become stiffer and fixed in an over straightened position which can be
disabling. This is a concern for Madeline who, as a physical therapy student,
works principally with her hands.

Multiple design iterations of the finger

The first print on the left and the better-

splint model in Tinkercad.

fitting final print on the right.

Having learned from classroom discussions about the growing trend of 3D
printing medical devices, Madeline thought to print her own device instead of
purchasing one. She found examples on Thingiverse of the kind of model she
needed, and sought out the expertise of Innovation Space staff to help create a
personalized finger splint. Together she and our staff iterated through a design
process that resulted in a 3D model customized for her most affected finger.
Madeline reports that wearing the 3D printed splint has lessened the strain she
used to feel from routine hand movements.
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The final print worn on Madeline's right

Madeline Goldberg, second-year

ring finger.

physical therapy student.

3D Tech in the News and Literature
1. Meet The Northwestern Research Team Working On 3D Printed
Ovaries (streetwise.co)
2. 3D Printing of PLGA Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering (nih.gov)
3. Additive Manufacturing Technology in Reconstructive Surgery (nih.gov)

Did You Know?
A button maker is available in the
Innovation Space. You print out
copies of your button design, and
we provide everything else, free of
charge!

Upcoming HS/HSL Innovation Space Workshops
Introduction to 3D Printing

Introduction to 3D Modeling
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Register for our free workshops

New to the HS/HSL Innovation Space?
The Innovation Space is designed for innovative and collaborative hands-on
learning experiences. It offers three 3D printers, two 3D scanners, over 3,500
video tutorials from Lynda.com (available on-site only), a plotter for poster
printing, a large DNA model, two molecule kits, a button maker, and a 3D
printing pen. The staff provides orientations as well as workshops on a regular
basis for those who are new to 3D printing and 3D scanning.
For more information, visit our webpage at
http://www.hshsl.umaryland.edu/services/ispace/.
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